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We generalize to Kerr spacetime previous gravitational self-force results on gyroscope precession
along circular orbits in the Schwarzschild spacetime. In particular we present high order post-
Newtonian expansions for the gauge invariant precession function along circular geodesics valid for
arbitrary Kerr spin parameter and show agreement between these results and those derived from
the full post-Newtonian conservative dynamics. Finally we present strong field numerical data
for a range of the Kerr spin parameter, showing agreement with the GSF-PN results, and the
expected lightring divergent behaviour. These results provide useful testing benchmarks for self-
force calculations in Kerr spacetime, and provide an avenue for translating self-force data into the
spin-spin coupling in effective-one-body models.

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of gravitational wave signals [1–4] as-
sociated with the coalescence of two gravitationally in-
teracting compact bodies (either black holes or neutron
stars) and the ongoing analysis of the signals has demon-
strated the importance of having accurate mathemati-
cal descriptions of the underlying dynamics. Hence, up-
dating such models with useful information coming from
different (analytic, semi-analytic or numeric) approxima-
tion methods remains an active research area. Spurring
this on further is the promise of a wide range of compli-
cated low-frequency gravitational wave sources visible by
the space based interferometer LISA [5–9]

All existing methods have indeed a limited range of
applicability. For example, when the two-body dynamics
occurs in a weak-field and slow motion regime the key
method is the post-Newtonian (PN) expansion; when,
instead, the field is weak but the motion is no longer
slow one can apply the post-Minkowskian (PM) approx-
imation; finally, when the mass-ratio of the two bodies
is very small the general relativistic perturbation the-
ory on the field of the large mass—referred to as the
gravitational self-force approach (GSF in short)—can be
conveniently used. In addition to these more analytic ap-
proaches, there is numerical relativity (NR) where one di-
rectly solves the full Einstein equations numerically with-
out making any fundamental approximations. While NR
offers the only direct approach to viewing the merger and
ringdown phases of a binary coalescence, computational
costs exclude the early inspiral and situations where the

binary has a small mass ratio. These methods have been
developed independently from each other, allowing fruit-
ful crosschecking of results.

This paper is concerned with phenomena associated
with extreme mass-ratio inspirals, a source for LISA
which is most naturally described using GSF. Of particu-
lar interest has been the identification of gauge invariant
physical effects of the conservative self-force, for example
the well known periastron advance [10, 11] and redshift
invariants [12–20]; for a recent review of this topic see
[21]. These invariants rely on the delicate regularization
techniques for dealing with the singular nature of the
point like source. Therefore, calculating and comparing
such invariants with either other independent self-force
codes, post-Newtonian methods or numerical relativity
simulations, one can confirm difficult calculations and
validate new codes. The development of conservative
gauge invariants has probed ever higher derivatives of
the metric perturbations, requiring more careful regular-
ization. We summarise the current knowledge of these
invariants in Table I.

The aim of the present work is to expand the range
of gauge invariants to include knowledge of the GSF cor-
rections to the accumulated precession angle of the spin
vector of a test gyroscope per radian of orbital motion,
commonly referred to as the spin precession invariant.
The gyroscope (carrying a small mass m1 and a small
spin S1) moves along a circular geodesic orbit in Kerr
spacetime (with mass m2, spin S2), generalizing previous
results for a nonrotating black hole [22, 23]. We see this
also as a basis for generalizing the more difficult eccentric
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orbit calculation in Schwarzschild spacetime [24, 25] to
Kerr spacetime as suggested in [26]. We will use the no-
tation a1 = S1/m1 and a2 = S2/m2 for the spin-to-mass
ratio of the two bodies and associated dimensionless spin
variables χ1 = S1/m

2
1 and χ2 = S2/m

2
2. Other standard

notations are M = m1 + m2 for the total mass of the
system and

q =
m1

m2
� 1 , ν =

m1m2

(m1 +m2)2
� 1 , (1.1)

for the ordinary and symmetric mass-ratios, respectively.
See Table II for an overview of our notational conven-
tions.

Unless differently specified we will use units so that
c = G = 1.

TABLE I. Overview of calculations of the various gauge in-
variants in the literature and a sample of references.

Schwarzschild Kerr
Redshift X[12–15, 19, 27–35] X[16–18, 20, 36, 37]
Spin precession X[19, 22–25, 38–40] This work
Quadrupolar Tidal X[19, 23, 39, 41–43] X[44]
Octupolar Tidal X[42, 45]

TABLE II. List of notations related to mass and spin used
in this paper. Care is required since notation often varies
between GSF and PN literature.

m1 mass of small body
m2 mass of Kerr BH
M m1 +m2

q small mass ratio
ν symmetric mass ratio
Si spin magnitude of body i
ai Si/mi

a a2
â a/m2

χi ai/mi

II. KERR METRIC AND PERTURBATION

The (unperturbed) Kerr line element written in stan-
dard Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) reads

ds2
(0) = g

(0)
αβdx

αdxβ

= −
(

1− 2m2r

Σ

)
dt2 − 4am2r sin2 θ

Σ
dtdφ

+
Σ

∆
dr2 + Σdθ2

+

(
r2 + a2 +

2m2ra
2 sin2 θ

Σ

)
sin2 θdφ2 , (2.1)

where

∆ = r2 + a2 − 2m2r , Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ . (2.2)

Let us consider the perturbation induced by a test gy-
roscope moving along a circular equatorial orbit at r =
r0. The perturbed regularized metric will be denoted

by gR
αβ = g

(0)
αβ + qhR

αβ + O(q2), with corresponding line
element

ds2 = (g
(0)
αβ + qhαβ +O(q2))dxαdxβ , (2.3)

and is assumed to keep a helical symmetry, with asso-
ciated Killing vector k = ∂t + Ω∂φ. Because of the he-
lical symmetry, the metric perturbation depend only on
φ̄ = φ− Ωt, r and θ, i.e., hµν = hµν(φ̄, r, θ).

The gyroscope world line (in both the unperturbed
and perturbed cases) has its unit timelike tangent vector
aligned with kα, i.e.,

uα = utkα , (2.4)

where ut is a normalization factor (such that uαuα =
−1). In the (unperturbed) Kerr case the orbital fre-
quency is given by

m2Ω(0) =
u3/2

1 + âu3/2
, (2.5)

and

ut (0) =
1 + âu3/2

√
1− 3u+ 2âu3/2

, (2.6)

with u = m2/r the dimensionless inverse radius of the
orbit. In the perturbed situation the frequency becomes

m2Ω = m2Ω(0)

(
1− q 1 + âu3/2

4u2
m2[∂rh

R
kk]1 +O(q2)

)
,

(2.7)

where we have denoted as

hR
kk = hR

αβk
αkβ , (2.8)

the double contraction of hR with the Killing vector k,
and the subscript 1 stands for the evaluation at the po-
sition of the particle 1. In the perturbed metric the
geodesic condition also implies [∂φ̄h

R
kk]1 = 0 [12].

A. Gyroscope precession

We are interested in computing the spin precession in-
variant ψ(y), measuring the accumulated precession an-
gle of the spin vector of a test gyroscope per radian of
orbital motion defined in [22]. That is, the ratio of the
“geodetic” spin precession frequency to the orbital fre-
quency

ψ(y) ≡ Ωprec

Ω
, (2.9)

where ψ is written as a function of the gauge-invariant
dimensionless frequency parameter

y = (m2Ω)2/3 . (2.10)
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We thus compute the precession frequency Ωprec of the
small-mass body 1 carrying a small-spin orbiting the
large-mass spinning body 2, to linear order in the mass-
ratio. The precession frequency, both in the background
and in the perturbed spacetime, is defined by (see, e.g.,
Ref. [23])

Ωprec = Ω− |∇k| , (2.11)

where

|∇k|2 =
1

2
[KµνK

µν ]1 , (2.12)

with

Kµν = ∇R
µkν = −∇R

ν kµ =
1

2
(∂µkν − ∂νkµ) . (2.13)

In terms of the gauge-invariant dimensionless fre-
quency parameter (2.10), Eq. (2.7) implies

u =
y

(1− ây3/2)2/3

(
1 + q

m2[∂rh
R
kk]1

6y2(1− ây3/2)2/3
+O(q2)

)
.

(2.14)
We then have

m2|∇k| = m2|∇k|(0) (1 + q δ(y) +O(q2)) , (2.15)

where

m2|∇k|(0) = y3/2

[
1 + ây3/2 − 3y

(
1− ây3/2

)1/3
1− ây3/2

]1/2

,

(2.16)
and

δ(y) =
â

2u1/2
(1 + âu3/2)m2∂rh

R
kk

+
1

2u1/2

(
∂rh

R
φk − ∂φhR

rk

)
−u

2

(1− 2âu3/2 + â2u2)2

(1− 3u+ 2âu3/2)(1− 2u+ â2u2)
hR
kk

−u3/2 1− 2âu3/2 + â2u2

(1− 2u+ â2u2)(1 + âu3/2)

1

m2
hR
tφ

−u
2

2

1− u+ 2âu3/2(1− 2u) + 2â2u3

(1− 2u+ â2u2)(1 + âu3/2)2

1

m2
2

hR
φφ

−1

2
(1− 2u+ â2u2)hR

rr , (2.17)

with u = y/(1− ây3/2)2/3 in this (and in any)O(q) quan-
tity.

To linear order in q (keeping y as fixed), inserting
(2.15) into (2.9), ψ(y) reads

ψ(y) = 1− |∇k|
(0)

y3/2
[1 + q δ(y) +O(q2)] , (2.18)

where

|∇k|(0)

y3/2
=

[
1 + ây3/2 − 3y

(
1− ây3/2

)1/3
1− ây3/2

]1/2

, (2.19)

TABLE III. Overview of the different implementations used
in this work. The two analytic methods I and II differ for the
field mode decomposition in terms of either scalar spherical
harmonics Ylm or spin-weighted spheroidal harmonics sSlm
and their respective derivatives. The third approach III, in-
stead, uses purely a scalar harmonic projection.

# Weyl scalar Gauge Mode decomposition Method Ref
I ψ0 ORG sSlm, ∂θsSlm analytic [18]
II ψ0 ORG Ylm, ∂θYlm analytic [20]
III ψ4 ORG Ylm numeric [17]

so that the GSF piece δψ(y) in ψ(y) (such that ψ(y) =
ψ(0)(y) + q δψ(y) +O(q2)) is related to δ(y) via

δψ(y) = −|∇k|
(0)

y3/2
δ(y) . (2.20)

The well known (unperturbed) Kerr result is then recov-
ered, namely

m2Ω(0)
prec = m2Ω(0) −m2|∇k|(0) (2.21)

= y3/2

1−

√
1 + ây3/2

1− ây3/2
− 3y(1− ây3/2)−2/3

 ,
together with the corresponding Schwarzschild limit
(â→ 0)

m2Ω
(0)
prec, schw = y3/2

[
1−

√
1− 3y

]
. (2.22)

Our goal for the remainder of the paper is to evaluate
(2.20) using (2.17).

III. METHODS

A. Radiation gauge metric reconstruction

In this work we will follow the Chrzanowski-Cohen-
Kegeles (CCK) procedure for obtaining metric perturba-
tions in a radiation gauge [16, 17, 46–52]. Once a solu-
tion for the perturbed Weyl scalar ψ0 (or ψ4) has been
obtained by solving the s = 2 (or s = −2) Teukolsky

equation, one then construct the Hertz potential Ψ̂0/4,
in terms of which one finally compute the components of
the perturbed metric hrec

αβ by applying a suitable differen-
tial operator. We will use the outgoing radiation gauge
(ORG) (see Table III), such that the metric perturbation
hrec
αβ satisfies the conditions

nαhrec
αβ = 0, hrec α

α = 0, (3.1)

where nα is the ingoing principal null vector.
When sources are present, radiation gauge solutions

to the Einstein equations feature singularities away from
the source region [51, 53]. If the source is a point par-
ticle, a string-like (gauge) singularity will extend from
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the particle to infinity and/or the background horizon
[54, 55]. Alternatively, one can construct a solution ob-
tained by gluing together the regular halves from two
‘half-string’ solutions. The result is a metric perturba-
tion with a gauge discontinuity on a hypersurface con-
taining the point source’s worldline. We work with this
solution. The gauge discontinuity splits the spacetime
in two disjoint regions: an ‘exterior’ region that extends
to infinity (labelled “+”), and an ‘interior’ region that
includes the background horizon (labelled “−”).

All the necessary steps to perform this kind of com-
putations are now well established in the literature (see,
e.g., Refs. [16, 52]). In this work we implement the
CCK procedure using three separate codes, two using
analytic methods resulting in high order post-Newtonian
expansions of the metric perturbation and thus preces-
sion invariant, and one numerical code giving high accu-
racy data over a finite set of radii and Kerr spin values.
We highlight the variations of these methods we follow
and provide references for more details of their techniques
in Table III.

An aspect in which our methods differ is the ba-
sis of angular harmonics in which our fields are repre-
sented. Method I keeps the natural basis of spin-weighted
spheroidal harmonics for the representation of the Weyl
scalars, resulting in an expression for the metric pertur-
bation and spin precession invariant in a combination
of spin-weighted spheroidal harmonics and their angular
derivatives. In method II the spin-weighted spheroidal
harmonics are expanded in scalar spherical harmonics,
resulting in expressions which are a combination of scalar
spherical harmonics and their derivatives. In both meth-
ods I and II, as a result of the CCK procedure the co-
efficients in the harmonic expansion can still depend on
the angular variables. In method III all angular depen-
dence is projected onto an expansion in scalar spherical
harmonics.

In all methods we use the solutions of the radial
Teukolsky equation due to Mano, Suzuki and Taka-
sugi (MST) [56, 57] satisfying the correct boundary con-
ditions at the horizon and at spatial infinity. In methods
I and II these are expanded as an asymptotic series in u
for certain low values of the harmonic l value, and sup-
plement the MST series with a PN type ansatz for all
higher values of l, obtaining the spin-precesion invariant
as a PN expression. Method III instead evaluates the
MST solutions numerically following [58–60].

B. Regularization

The quantity δψ is defined in terms of the Detweiler-
Whiting regular field [61], hR

µν . In practice this is ob-
tained as the difference,

hR
µν = hret

µν − hS
µν , (3.2)

between the retarded field hret
µν and the Detweiler-

Whiting singular field hS
µν . Since both hret

µν and hS
µν are

singular on the particle world line, this subtraction can-
not be performed there, but requires the introduction of a
suitable regulator. We here use a variant of the so called
l-mode regularization of [62]. This calls for extending
Eqs. (2.17) and (2.20) to field equations by choosing an
extension of the four-velocity u to a field. Eqs. (2.17) and
(2.20) can then be applied separately to hret

µν and hS
µν , ob-

taining the fields δψret and δψS. The spherical harmonic
modes of these fields are then finite, and the necessary
subtraction can be done a the level of these modes

δψR =

∞∑
l=0

(ψret
l − ψS

l ). (3.3)

Conventional l-mode regularization procedures continue
to calculate ψS locally near the worldline with chosen
gauge and extension of the 4-velocity, yielding an expres-
sion for the large l behaviour of ψS

l ,

ψS
l = ±LAψ +Bψ + L−1Cψ +O(L−2), (3.4)

with L = 2l + 1, and ± sign depended on the direction
from which the worldline is approached. Consequently,
the mode-sum (3.3) can be evaluate as

δψR =

∞∑
l=0

(ψret
l ∓ LAψ −Bψ − L−1Cψ)−Dψ, (3.5)

with

Dψ =

∞∑
l=0

(ψS
l ∓ LAψ −Bψ − L−1Cψ). (3.6)

We follow a slightly different approach first applied in
Refs. [15] and [27].

Since hR
µν is a smooth vacuum perturbation the large l

behaviour of δψR
l is expected the be O(exp(−c/L)), and

consequently we can read off the coefficients Aψ, Bψ,
and Cψ from the large l behaviour of ψret

l , which we can
determine either numerically of in a PN expansion.

However, it is fundamentally impossible to determine
the “D-term” (3.6) from the retarded field alone. In gen-
eral it will depend on the chosen gauge, extension, and
type of harmonic expansion (e.g. scalar, spin-weighted,
mixed, ...). For the GSF it is known to vanish for a large
class of (regular) gauges and extensions [63]. However, it
is known to take non-zero values in the radiation gauge
used in this work. In particular, the D-term will be dif-
ferent in the interior and exterior solutions. In [54] it was
shown that for the GSF, the corrections to the D-term
relative to the Lorenz gauge cancel when one takes the
average of the interior and exterior solutions. This argu-
ment extends a much wider class of quantities (at least
for suitably chosen extensions) including δψ [64]. Con-
sequently, if Dψ vanishes in the Lorenz gauge, we can
calculate δψR through

δψR =

∞∑
l=0

[
1

2
(δψ+

l + δψ−l )−Bψ − Cψ/L
]
. (3.7)
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In this work, we conjecture that Dψ vanishes in the
Lorenz gauge for the chosen extensions and harmonic de-
compositions. In part, this conjecture will be motivated
post-facto by the agreement of our results with standard
PN results up to 4PN order.

In methods I and II we find that the expressions for
Bψ and Cψ agree (despite differences in harmonic decom-
position). In particular we find that Cψ = 0 and Bψ is
given by

Bψ =
|∇k|(0)

y3/2
B , (3.8)

with

B =

N∑
n=0

ânBa
n

(y) , (3.9)

and

Ba
0

(y) =
1

2
y − 1

4
y2 − 63

128
y3 − 995

1024
y4 − 63223

32768
y5

−126849

32768
y6 − 16567767

2097152
y7 − 555080733

33554432
y8

−77104836855

2147483648
y9 ,

Ba
1

(y) = −1

2
y3/2 +

5

6
y5/2 +

277

384
y7/2 +

1385

1024
y9/2

+
272245

98304
y11/2 +

1253839

196608
y13/2 +

34614543

2097152
y15/2

+
1563825339

33554432
y17/2 +

297179922135

2147483648
y19/2 ,

Ba
2

(y) = −1

4
y3 +

43

144
y4 − 335

9216
y5 − 5953

4096
y6

−2547251

294912
y7 − 343117

9216
y8 − 4673348817

33554432
y9 ,

Ba
3

(y) = − 1

16
y9/2 +

103757

82944
y11/2 +

2002033

331776
y13/2

+
1566715

65536
y15/2 +

891749345

10616832
y17/2

+
759009677191

2717908992
y19/2 ,

Ba
4

(y) = − 39

128
y5 − 1783

1024
y6 − 158107

31104
y7

−13809563

995328
y8 − 76343163

2097152
y9

Ba
5

(y) =
15

128
y11/2 − 299

1024
y13/2 − 1903

512
y15/2

−103026043

5971968
y17/2

Ba
6

(y) =
765

1024
y7 +

39125

12288
y8 +

34971

4096
y9

Ba
7

(y) = − 175

1024
y15/2 +

14395

12288
y17/2

Ba
8

(y) = −38535

32768
y9 . (3.10)

and higher powers of â appear at higher PN orders.

C. Completion

Since the operator Ψ̂0/4 is not injective, its inverse is
fundamentally ambiguous up to an element of the kernel
of Ψ̂0/4. Wald showed that the only (global) vacuum
solutions of the linearized Einstein equation in this kernel
are perturbations to the mass and angular momentum of
the background Kerr spacetime and pure gauge solutions.
Hence the full metric perturbation can be written

h±αβ = hrec,±
αβ + (∂m2

g
(0)
αβ )δM± + (∂S2

g
(0)
αβ )δJ± +∇(αξ

±
β),

(3.11)
with δM± and δJ± numbers and ξ±β gauge vector fields.

It was shown in [65, 66] that for a particle source on a
bound geodesic the amplitudes of the mass and angular
momentum perturbations are given by

δM− = 0 , δJ− = 0 ,

δM+ = m2E , δJ+ = m2L , (3.12)

where Ê and L̂ are the specific energy and angular mo-
mentum of the particle,

Ê =
1− 2u+ âu3/2

√
1− 3u+ 2âu3/2

,

L̂

m2
=

1− 2âu3/2 + â2u2

√
u
√

1− 3u+ 2âu3/2
. (3.13)

If δψ were a proper gauge invariant quantity, then we
could simply ignore the gauge vectors ξα±. However, δψ
(like the orbital frequency) is only a quasi-invariant in
the sense of [64], meaning that it is only invariant under
gauge vectors that are bounded in time. We thus have
to (partially) fix the gauge contribution to the metric
as well. We start this process by noting that the other
contributions to the metric perturbation in (3.11) are all
bounded in time. Consequently, by restricting our atten-
tion to gauges in which hαβ is bounded in time, we only
have to consider gauge vectors that produce bounded
metric perturbations. The most general such gauge vec-
tor [39, 64] is

ξ± = m2t
(
At±∂t +Aφ±∂φ

)
+ o(t). (3.14)

Consequently, to uniquely fix the value of δψ, we only

need to fix the values of At± and Aφ±. The A
t/φ
+ can be

fixed by requiring the full metric perturbation h+
αβ to be

asymptotically Minkowski, yielding A
t/φ
+ = 0. The in-

terior values A
t/φ
− can further be fixed by requiring the

continuity of suitably chosen quasi-invariant fields con-
structed from the metric perturbation [64]. For circular
equatorial orbits in Kerr this procedure yields,

At− =
[(u1/2â− 2)âu3/2 − 1]u

(1− 3u+ 2âu3/2)1/2(âu3/2 + 1)
, (3.15)

Aφ− =
(u1/2â− 2)u5/2

(1− 3u+ 2âu3/2)1/2(âu3/2 + 1)
. (3.16)
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With this the final expression for the GSF contribution
to the spin precession invariant becomes

δψ = δψrec+
1

2

(
ÊδψM +

L̂

m2
δψJ +At−δψ

t +Aφ−δψ
φ

)
,

(3.17)
with

δψM =
u(1 + âu1/2 − âu3/2 + â2u2)√

1− 3u+ 2âu3/2
, (3.18)

δψJ = −u
3/2(1− u+ âu3/2)√

1− 3u+ 2âu3/2
, (3.19)

δψt = −u
3/2(1− âu1/2)(1 + âu3/2)√

1− 3u+ 2âu3/2
, (3.20)

δψφ = − 1 + âu3/2

u3/2
√

1− 3u+ 2âu3/2

× (1− 4u+ 3âu3/2 − âu5/2 + â2u3). (3.21)

IV. RESULTS

A. Spin-Exact results to 8PN

Omitting the intermediate results of the radiative and
completion parts, the output of method I of Table III is

the spin-precession invariant written as a PN series in y
and log y with no restriction on the spin of the black hole
â. The results take the form

δψ = c1.5y
1.5 + c2y

2 + c2.5y
2.5 + c3y

3 + c3.5y
3.5 + c4y

4

+ c4.5y
4.5 + (c5 + cln5 log y)y5 + c5.5y

5.5

+ (c6 + cln6 log y)y6 + (c6.5 + cln6.5 log y)y6.5

+ (c7 + cln7 log y)y7 + (c7.5 + cln7.5 log y)y7.5

+ (c8 + cln8 log y + cln
2

8 log2 y)y8 +O(y8.5). (4.1)

The coefficients in this expansion are given by

c1.5 = â, c2 = 1, c2.5 = 0, c3 = −3,

c3.5 = 16
3 â, c4 = − 15

2 − 3â2,

c4.5 =
[

233
6 −

41
32π

2
]
â+ â3,

c5 = − 6277
30 − 16γ + 20471

1024 π
2 − 496

15 log(2)− 163
9 â2,

cln5 = −8, (4.2)

c5.5 =
[
− 89

15 + 248
5 γ + 1585

1024π
2 + 504

5 log(2)
]
â+ 4â3,

cln5.5 = 124
5 â,

c6 = − 87055
28 − 52

5 γ + 653629
2048 π2 + 3772

105 log(2)− 729
14 log(3)−

[
667
18 + 11023

3072 π
2
]
â2,

cln6 = − 26
5 ,

c6.5 = − 26536
1575 π +

[
− 6767891

700 − 3736
35 γ + 1528679

1536 π2 − 102232
315 log(2) + 729

7 log(3)
]
â+

[
6121
162 + 21

1024π
2
]
â3,

cln6.5 = − 1868
35 â,

c7 = − 149628163
18900 + 7628

21 γ + 297761947
393216 π2 − 1407987

524288 π
4 + 4556

21 log(2) + 12879
35 log(3) + 1284

25 πâ

+
[
− 969713

225 − 152
3 γ + 4906229

12288 π2 − 1528
15 log(2)

]
â2 − 20

3 â
4,

cln7 = 3814
21 −

76
3 â

2,

c7.5 = − 113411
22050 π +

[
− 3715435931

28350 − 995212
2835 γ + 48197747581

3538944 π2 − 7009733
524288 π

4 + 540788
2835 log(2)− 4617

7 log(3) + 16
5 ψ
{0,1}(â)

− 16
5 ψ
{0,2}(â)

]
â+

[
148627

450 + 136
5 γ − 164339

12288 π
2 + 392

5 log(2)− 24 log(κ)− 12
5 ψ
{0,1}(â)− 48

5 ψ
{0,2}(â)

]
â3 + 2

5 â
5,

cln7.5 = − 497606
2835 â+ 8

5 â
3,

c8 = 403109158099
9922500 − 74909462

70875 γ + 3424
25 γ2 + 164673979457

353894400 π2 − 160934764317
335544320 π4 + 340681718

1819125 log(2) + 869696
1575 γ log(2)

+ 58208
105 log2(2)− 199989

352 log(3)− 9765625
28512 log(5)− 1344

5 ζ(3)− 3207503
33075 πâ

+
[
− 40220568253

132300 − 4996
9 γ + 2015707491

65536 π2 − 724004
945 log(2)− 4617

14 log(3)− 32
5 log(κ)− 32

15ψ
{0,1}(â)− 16

15ψ
{0,2}(â)

]
â2

+
[
− 1075453

24300 −
16
5 γ + 679

1024π
2 − 16

5 log(2)− 16
5 log(κ) + 8

5ψ
{0,1}(â)− 16

5 ψ
{0,2}(â)

]
â4,

cln8 = − 37454731
70875 + 3424

25 γ − 12634
45 â2 − 16

5 â
4 + 434848

1575 log(2),

cln
2

8 = 856
25 ,
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where γ is Euler’s constant, ζ(n) is the Riemann
zeta function, ψ{n,k}(â) ≡ ψ(n)( ikâκ ) + ψ(n)(−ikâκ ) =

2<[ψ(n)( ikâκ )] and ψ(n)(z) = dn+1

dzn+1 ln Γ(z) is the
polygamma function.

These are partially confirmed by the output of
method II of Table III, which provides the same expan-
sion, with at each PN order a Taylor expansion in small â.

B. The PN expectation

In a two-body system (m1, S1) and (m2, S2), the pre-
cession frequency of the body 1, Ωprec = Ω1, can be com-
puted following Ref. [67] (see Eq. (4.9c) there) in terms
of the dimensionless binding energy E ≡ (Esystem−M)/µ
and angular momentum L ≡ Lsystem/(Mµ) of the sys-
tem, as

Ω1 = µ
∂(E −MΩL)

∂S1
, (4.3)

where E and L are considered as functions of
(m1,m2,Ω, S1, S2). Introducing the dimensionless fre-
quency variable x = (MΩ)2/3, Eq. (4.3) implies

m2Ω1 = m2Mν
∂(E(x)− x3/2L(x))

∂S1
, (4.4)

where the invariant expressions for E(x) and L(x) follow
straightforwardly from Eqs. (5.2) and (5.4) of Ref. [68]
(concerning the lastly known next-to-next-to-leading or-
der in spin terms; for lower order terms see, e.g., Ref.
[67]).

We list below the resulting expressions for the quantity

Ẽ(x) = E(x)− x3/2L(x), that is

Ẽ(x) = ẼO(x) + ẼS(x) + ẼSS(x) + ẼSSS(x) + ẼSSSS(x) ,
(4.5)

with

ẼO(x) =

− 3

2
x+

(
−9

8
− 1

8
ν

)
x2 +

(
19

16
ν − 27

16
− 1

48
ν2

)
x3

+

(
6889

384
ν − 405

128
− 31

64
ν2 − 7

3456
ν3 − 41

64
νπ2

)
x4

+

(
− 1701

256
+

451

384
ν2π2 +

43

1152
ν3 − 24689

3840
ν

− 71207

2304
ν2 +

11

20736
ν4 +

64

5
νγ +

128

5
ν ln(2)

+
32

5
ν ln(x) +

1291

1024
νπ2

)
x5 +O(x6) ,

ẼS(x) =

[(
−∆− 1

2
ν + 1

)
χ1 +

(
1− 1

2
ν + ∆

)
χ2

]
x5/2

+

[(
3

2
+

31

48
ν∆− 3

2
∆ +

1

24
ν2 − 121

48
ν

)
χ1

+

(
3

2
∆ +

3

2
+

1

24
ν2 − 121

48
ν − 31

48
ν∆

)
χ2

]
x7/2

+

[(
− 373

32
ν − 27

8
∆ +

211

32
ν∆ +

43

12
ν2 − 7

48
ν2∆ +

1

48
ν3

+
27

8

)
χ1 +

(
1

48
ν3 − 373

32
ν +

27

8
+

27

8
∆ +

7

48
ν2∆

−211

32
ν∆ +

43

12
ν2

)
χ2

]
x9/2 +O(x11/2) ,

ẼSS(x) =

[(
1

4
∆− 1

4
+

1

2
ν

)
χ2

1 +

(
− 1

4
∆− 1

4
+

1

2
ν

)
χ2

2

− χ1χ2ν

]
x3 +

[(
13

24
∆− 7

12
ν2 − 29

24
ν∆− 13

24
+

55

24
ν

)
× χ2

1 +

(
−1

6
ν2 − 1

2
ν

)
χ2χ1

+

(
−13

24
∆ +

55

24
ν +

29

24
ν∆− 7

12
ν2 − 13

24

)
χ2

2

]
x4

+

[(
3095

288
ν +

607

288
ν2∆ +

59

144
ν3 +

67

32
∆− 3017

288
ν2

− 67

32
− 1889

288
ν∆

)
χ2

1 +

(
53

72
ν2 − 15

8
+

143

24
ν

)
νχ2χ1

+

(
3095

288
ν − 3017

288
ν2 − 607

288
ν2∆ +

59

144
ν3 − 67

32
− 67

32
∆

+
1889

288
ν∆

)
χ2

2

]
x5 +O(x6) ,

ẼSSS(x) =

[(
1

2
ν − 1

4
+

1

4
∆

)
χ3

1 +

(
−1

4
+

1

4
∆− 1

2
ν

)
χ2χ

2
1

+

(
−1

4
− 1

2
ν − 1

4
∆

)
χ2

2χ1 +

(
−1

4
− 1

4
∆ +

1

2
ν

)
χ3

2

]
νx9/2 +O(x11/2) ,

ẼSSSS(x) = O(x6) . (4.6)

In the previous expressions we have replaced the spin
variables S1,2 by their dimensionless counterparts χ1,2 =
S1,2/m

2
1,2. In order to compare with the GSF expression

derived above, we compute the spin precession invariant
ψ = (m2Ω1)/y3/2, where the variable y is related to x by
x = (1 + q)2/3y. Linearizing in q we find

ψ(y) =
3

2
y +

9

8
y2 +

27

16
y3

+

(
−y3/2 − 1

2
y5/2 − 15

8
y7/2

)
χ2 −

1

2
y3χ2

2

+ νδψ(y) +O(ν2, y4) , (4.7)

with

δψ(y) = y2 − 3y3 +

(
y3/2 +

16

3
y7/2

)
χ2 (4.8)

+

(
−y3/2 +

3

2
y5/2 +

9

8
y7/2 − 2y3χ2

)
χ1 +O(y4) .

Here the zeroth-order in ν contribution to δψ coincides
with the Kerr value (see, e.g., Eq. (70) of Ref. [69]);
the O(ν) Schwarzschild contribution to δψ coincides with
previous results [22, 23]; the first terms linear in spin in
δψ agree with our first-order GSF result (4.1).
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δψ

â = -0.9

â = -0.6

â = -0.3

â = 0.0

â = 0.3

â = 0.6

â = 0.9

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

-3.5

-3.0

-2.5

-2.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

y

FIG. 1. Numerical results for δψ for various values of the spin
a. The vertical dashed lines show the location of the lightring
for that value of the spin, where δψ diverges.

C. Numerical results

Method III obtains high accuracy numerical results
for δψ without any post-Newtonian assumptions. Fig. 1
shows the results for a variety of spins. One obvious fea-
ture is that as the (unstable) circular orbits approach
the lightring δψ diverges. This behaviour is well-known
in the analogous case of the redshift invariant [13, 37, 70],
and was studied in the case of δψ around Schwarzschild
in [42], which concluded that the light-ring divergence of
δψ is proportional to E2, where E is the orbital energy.
The data here is also compatible with a divergence ∝ E2.
The full numerical results are available from the black
hole perturbation toolkit website [71].

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the numerical results with
the obtained PN results in the weak field regime. Shown
are the residuals after subtracting successive orders in
the PN expansion. We see a consistent improvement in
the weak field, providing a strong verification of both the
analytical PN results and the numerical results.

Fig. 3 shows the same plot but with a focus on the
strong field regime. Here the picture is very different.
Around y ≈ 0.24 we observe a locus where all PN ap-
proximants do about equally well (with the 6 and 6.5
PN terms as notable exceptions). Above this there is no
noticeable improvement from going to higher PN orders.

estimated

numerical

error

|δψnum-δψnPN|

n=3 n=3.5

n=4 n=4.5

n=5 n=5.5

n=6 n=6.5

n=7 n=7.5

n=8 δψnum

10-6 10-5 10-4 0.001 0.010 0.100

10-42

10-32

10-22

10-12

10-2

y

FIG. 2. Comparison of the numerical and PN results for δψ in
the weak field regime for â = 0.9. The plotted lines show the
residual after subtracting the nth order PN approximation.
The slopes of each line is compatible with an (n+ 1/2)th or-
der residual, as one would expect. The blue and red vertical
dashed lines show the location of the ISCO and the lightring
respectively. The shade region gives an estimate on the nu-
merical error in the calculation of δψnum

V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have, for the first time, calculated the
GSF corrections to the spin precession invariant along
circular equatorial geodesic orbits in a perturbed Kerr
spacetime, generalizing previous results limited to the
case of a perturbed Schwarzschild spacetime. This cal-
culation has been done with a variety of methods and
techniques providing ample cross-validation.

Comparison with existing PN results using the first law
of binary mechanics [67], provides a strong validation of
the used radiation gauge GSF techniques employed here,
while also validating the previous PN results.

Cross validation between the different GSF calcula-
tions, which vary in the level of rigor in their deriva-
tion, validates some of the underlying assumptions. In
particular, a subtle importance is the agreement we find
between the methods despite the differences in harmonic
projections. State of the art radiation gauge self-force
codes project from spin-weighted spheroidal harmonics
to scalar spherical harmonics to meet up with rigorously
defined regularization techniques, which has a large neg-
ative impact on the computational costs. In this work
we have shown agreement between such a projected nu-
merical code, and an unprojected analytical code with-
out needing and additional correction terms. Investi-
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|δψnum-δψnPN|

n=3 n=3.5

n=4 n=4.5

n=5 n=5.5

n=6 n=6.5

n=7 n=7.5

n=8 δψnum

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

10-6

10-4

0.01

1

y

FIG. 3. Comparison of the numerical and PN results for δψ
in the strong field regime for â = 0.9. Above y ≈ 0.23 the PN
residuals no longer consistently improve with higher PN order,
demonstrating the asymptotic nature of the PN expansion.
The relatively good performance of the 6PN approximant
seems mostly coincidental due to a zero crossing. The blue
and red vertical dashed lines show the location of the ISCO
and the lightring respectively.

gating if such agreements between projections hold in
more generic orbital configurations or for gauge depen-
dent quantities (such as the self-force itself) would be of
great importance in developing more efficient numerical
codes for realistic self-force models.

An important application of the results in this pa-
per will be to inform effective-one-body (EOB) theory
[72, 73]. As shown in [42], the spin precession can be
used to determine contributions to the eective-one-body
Hamiltonian for spinning black holes relating to the sec-
ondary spin. This transcription will be left to future
work.

This work, focusing on circular equatorial orbits, is a
first step in determining the spin precession around Kerr
black holes. The formalism for extending this work to
eccentric equatorial orbits has already been laid out [26]
and should provide a basis for generalizing to generically
inclined orbits. This should provide additional avenues of
cross-validating difficult GSF calculations and informing
EOB.
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